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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 On Day 1 of the General Rules and Procedures Hearing, the Panel sought 

further information about the costs and benefits of the vibration and ventilation 

rules proposed by KiwiRail and the Council. Dr Chiles and Mr Camp have 

prepared a further joint statement dated 1 April 2016 which discuss the technical 

aspects of this matter. This factual information has been used to inform a further 

section 32 analysis, which is set out in Appendix B.  

 

1.2 KiwiRail made a submission on the ventilation rules and also to include rules for 

vibration. That submission sought provisions in the proposed Replacement Plan 

which required: 

(a) alternative ventilation systems to be installed to deal with noise effects 

on sensitive activities near roads and railways, where windows are 

required to be closed to meet internal railway sound level 

requirements; and 

(b) temperature control for alternative ventilation systems; and 

(c) compliance with a recognised international standard for vibration 

effects for new buildings within 60 metres of a railway designation. 

 

1.3 The Crown also made a submission on the ventilation rules. In his evidence Mr 

Willis was concerned that specifying the requirements for ventilation systems 

was unnecessarily prescriptive and contrary to the Statement of Expectations 

(SOE)1. At the hearing Mr Willis expanded on his concerns about how an 

applicant would demonstrate compliance without a separate commissioned 

statement from an acoustic consultant and a ventilation expert2 and considered 

that this requirement should be avoided if possible.  

 

1.4 We have each addressed these matters previously in our individual statements 

of evidence in chief and Ms Andrew has made further comment in her statement 

of rebuttal evidence. 

 

                                                   
1 Statement of Evidence of Andrew Willis on behalf of the Crown, dated 17 February 2016, paragraph 4.2  
2 Chapter 6: General Rules and Procedures, 11 March 2016, Transcript paragraph 45. 
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1.5 On 5 April 2016, Mr Willis, Ms Andrew and Mr Camp met to discuss issues 

regarding the ventilation rules including further research and consideration of 

potential costs and benefits.  

 

1.6 Post hearing, Ms Hewett and Ms Andrew have been in correspondence 

regarding these provisions. Correspondence has also occurred between Ms 

Andrew and Mr Willis, however the focus of this has been on ventilation 

provisions (vibration matters have not been discussed).  

 

1.7 Further work has been undertaken on this topic. This comprises: 

 Undertaking an assessment of other district plan approaches to ventilation 

and vibration requirements (attached as Appendix C); 

 Preparing a s32 analysis on ventilation and vibration provisions (attached 

as Appendix B). 

 

1.8 Further technical advice has been sought from an in-home ventilation business 

specialist (Tony Sandes from DVS) to better understand and inform the further 

work and this conferencing statement. The letter from Mr Sandes is attached as 

Appendix D. 

 

1.9 We provide the s32 analysis (attached as Appendix B). 

 

1.10 Councils revised position on vibration and ventilation provisions are reflected in 

the revised proposal dated 9 May 2016. The vibration and ventilation provisions 

are outlined in Appendix A. 

 

2. VENTILATION  

 

2.1 We agree that a ventilation system needs to be adequate to ensure that 

windows can remain closed if necessary to achieve indoor sound insulation 

levels. 

 

2.2 We consider that ideally ventilation would be provided to all habitable rooms, 

however we consider that as a minimum it should be provided within bedrooms 

to provide a non-noise affected sleeping environment3.  

 

                                                   
3 Tony Sandes considers ventilation should be required in living areas as well and considers that the extra cost is likely to be from 
$300 to $1000.   
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2.3 We agree that the requirements for a ventilation system need to be prescribed 

sufficiently to provide an adequate system. However, these need to be 

prescribed in a way that compliance can be demonstrated at the least cost. In 

particular, that the demonstration of compliance is not limited to or requires the 

provision of an acoustic report or ventilation report if possible.  

2.4 Ms Andrew and Mr Willis agree that prescribing temperature control is overly 

prescriptive and to not require air temperature control will not prevent the 

outcome of the rule being achieved.  

 

2.5 Ms Hewett remains in support of Dr Chiles' position that air temperature control 

should be prescribed along with a lower noise limit for the ventilation system.  

 

COST OF VENTILATION SYSTEMS  

 

2.6 The design details of ventilation systems and the costs of installation or 

replacement is beyond our area of expertise. In this regard, Council has sought 

advice from an in-home ventilation business (‘DVS’) to better understand and 

inform further analysis on ventilation provisions. Mr Tony Sandes has provided 

a statement in response to a number of questions which we4 agreed would be 

of assistance. 

 

2.7 Mr Sandes estimates the cost for the installation of a ventilation system is 

around $4,0005. If cooling is required this would be an additional cost of 

approximately $3,500 - $4000. The findings of a report prepared by BECA Ltd6 

estimates the cost for a ventilation system to be approximately $5,900 and 

$7,850 including temperature control and greater air changes per hour7. 

  

2.8 For new apartments or terraced housing the installation of a ventilation system 

often only requires a small cost increase when compared to a single level 

dwelling.   

 

2.9 We are advised that the cost of retrofitting or changing a system after a building 

is complete can be significantly more for a terraced housing or apartment 

complex than a single level detached residential dwelling with an accessible roof 

                                                   
4 Liaison between Mr Camp, Dr Chiles, Ms Hewett, Mr Willis, Ms Andrew 
5 Based on an average 3-5 bedroom detached dwelling and 4-5 air changes per hour. 
6 New Zealand Transport Agency Building Acoustic Mitigation Case Study, prepared for New Zealand Transport Agency by Beca 
Ltd, 9 December 2013 
7 Based on a single storey 3 bedroom dwelling and 15 air changes per hour. 
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space. This is because when a ventilation system is installed in a complex it is 

often built in as part of a ‘structured network’ and in some cases involves a 

common ducting network. This essentially means that the ventilation for one 

residential unit within the complex cannot be replaced without addressing the 

rest of the complex. As such, we consider it more efficient and cost effective to 

provide appropriate ventilation at the design and build stage. 

 

 AIR FLOW MEASUREMENT  

 

2.10 As indicated in the attached assessment of other District Plan’s (Appendix C), 

there are two main approaches to specifying required ventilation flow rates. 

These are air changes per hour and litres per second. In our discussions with 

Mr Sandes, we queried the differences between air changes per hour vs litres 

per second for the purpose of measuring air flow.  

 

2.11 As explained by Mr Sandes we understand that air changes per hour involves a 

slightly more complex calculation which is dependent on house configuration, 

size and the system installed. Specifically, the calculation for each room involves 

identifying the internal volume of the room, the air change volume required and 

what equipment is necessary to achieve the required ventilation result. We 

understand that this is a simple task for a ventilation expert; however the 

average installer would ‘struggle’ to do this. Mr Sandes considers this calculation 

is more accurate in determining the air flow. 

 

2.12 We understand that a calculation based on litres per second could be 

considered ‘easier’ for the average person to determine but still requires 

knowledge of the product specifications and interpretation of the specifications 

information for the ventilation system. Assistance from the ventilation provider 

may be required. 

 

2.13 An alternative approach adopted in some district plans is to not specify a 

minimum ventilation requirement but rather specify that any ventilation provided 

must meet the requirements of the New Zealand Building Code. For reasons 

outlined in the s32 analysis, we consider reference to G4 Ventilation of the 

Building Code is not the most appropriate way of achieving the objectives. 
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3. DEMONSTRATION OF COMPLIANCE – VENTILATION AND NOISE 

 

VENTILATION 

 

3.1 We understand from Mr Sandes that compliance with the ventilation 

requirements could be demonstrated before installation through the provision of 

system specifications. A producer statement from the provider and the design 

specific to the installation should suffice. We understand that this can be 

provided by the ventilation supplier and should have little effect on the pricing 

for the service.  

 

3.2 Alternatively, a signed post installation test can be provided by the supplier.  We 

understand from Mr Sandes that whilst airflow measurement devices are 

expensive these are relatively common and a ventilation provider will be able to 

use this equipment and provide a report. Mr Sandes advises us that there should 

be little, if any effect, on the end user pricing for this service. 

 

3.3 Mr Sandes informs us that DVS already provide compliance 

certificates/verification for ventilation systems they install to meet resource 

consent requirements for other Councils. In his experience, the task is not 

onerous and is at no extra cost to the client.   

 

3.4 We note however that other ventilation system providers and installers may not 

provide adequate producer statements or the services provided by DVS in order 

to demonstrate compliance with district plan requirements. 

 

NOISE 

 

3.5 In terms of noise output, Mr Sandes considers that demonstrating this is more 

complex and that ideally an acoustic engineer would be engaged to perform an 

‘as built’ test and provide a report. However Mr Sandes considers that the 

ventilation provider should be able to provide design evidence, based on 

independent testing of their product to support a statement specifying that the 

ventilation system installed / to be installed, meets / will meet the district plan’s 

acoustic requirements.  

 

3.6 In order to provide this service to their clients and to demonstrate compliance to 

Council DVS has commissioned an assessment of their equipment by an 
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acoustic specialist, who produced a statement outlining basic design 

parameters which, when followed by the installer, will  ensure the system  meets 

the required specifications once installed. This gives assurance to the installer 

and to the customer and in Mr Sandes’ experience avoids the need to have 

acoustic testing done for each installation. 

 

4. VIBRATION 

 

4.1 Ms Hewett and Ms Andrew accept the advice of Dr Chiles in terms of the 

rationale for a 60 metre distance in which people are expected to be disturbed 

by vibration. 

 

4.2 As recorded in the first joint witness statement between Ms Hewett and Ms 

Andrew, they accept that applying a vibration control to new multi-unit 

developments within 60 metres of a railway designation is a limited and efficient 

control.  

 

4.3 As recorded in the section 32 analysis, design solutions for vibration effects can 

be incorporated / accounted for in structural design which will more likely already 

be required for a multi-unit development. As such, the cost of both assessment 

and implementation is considered to be subsumed into that step in the design 

process for multi-unit developments, and can be spread across units reducing 

the overall cost of compliance per unit than for single standalone units. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

VENTILATION  

 

5.1 Many Councils prescribe minimum ventilation requirements in their district 

plans. There appears to be two main ways to specify these minimums: air 

changes per hour or litres per second. Other district plans do not specify 

minimums but reference the requirements of the New Zealand Building Code.   

There does not appear to be any strong evidence to suggest any of the options 

is ‘easier’ to comply with than the other. 

 

5.2 Based on the advice of Mr Sandes, Ms Andrew, Mr Willis and Ms Hewett are 

satisfied that compliance with district plan prescribed minimum ventilation and 

noise requirements can be demonstrated prior to installation through the 
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provision of system specifications. These can also be provided post installation 

by the supplier with little additional cost for this service. However we note that 

not all systems / installers currently provide these system specifications and 

services. 

   

VIBRATION 

 

5.3 Many Councils prescribe requirements for vibration in their district plans. Having 

no requirements for vibration in the proposed Plan for multi-unit developments 

and other sensitive activities does not effectively manage the risk of adverse 

effects from locating residential activities in the vicinity of the rail corridor, and 

increases the risk of poor quality living which may arise from unregulated 

development.  

 

5.4 Ms Hewett and Ms Andrew acknowledge that the costs of assessment and 

design would have a greater impact on the building costs for a single standalone 

residential unit.  

 

5.5 Ms Hewett and Ms Andrew agree that, in those cases, the advice note present 

in the provisions will still alert potential developers of single standalone units to 

the risk of adverse vibration effects.   

 

 

Kelly Andrew 

 

 

Andrew Willis (in relation to ventilation matters only) 

 

 

Deborah Hewett 

 

10 June 2016 



APPENDIX A 

Ventilation and vibration provisions as at 9 May 2016 

6.1.5.1 New activity table 

Activity The Council's Discretion shall be limited to the 
following matters: 

RD2 Any activity listed in Rule 6.1.5.2(b) 
which does not meet the Class C 
Criteria in NS 8176E:2005 (0.3 
mm/s maximum weighted velocity, 
Vw, 95).   

Matter of discretion 6.1.4.3.3 

New matter of discretion 6.1.4.3.3 

3. Where the proposed activity is not compliant with rule 6.1.5.2(b) in respect of vibration: 

a) the level, duration and character of the vibration, and the proximity of the activity to 
the rail corridor; and  

b) whether vibration generated would be of such a level as to create an adverse effect to 
the health or well-being of occupants in a building. 

6.1.5.2 Sensitive activities near roads and railways 

a. External sound insulation 

Any new building intended for a sensitive activity, and any alteration or addition to an 
existing building intended for a sensitive activity, located within 80m of the boundary of 
any state highway or railway designation, or within 20m of the edge of the nearest 
marked traffic lane of a collector road, or within 40m of the edge of the nearest marked 
traffic lane of a Main Distributor, Local Distributor or Arterial road, shall either: 

i. Be designed and constructed to achieve a minimum external to internal noise 
reduction of 30 dB Dtr,2m,nT,w + Ctr to any habitable space; or 

ii. be designed and constructed to comply with the following indoor design sound 
levels: 

A. Rail noise inside bedrooms between 2200 hours and 0700 hours  – 35 dB 
LAeq(1h) 

B. Rail noise inside habitable spaces excluding bedrooms – 40 dB LAeq(1h) 

C. Road traffic noise inside all habitable spaces – 40 dB LAeq(24h) 

D. Rail and road traffic noise within any other building intended for a sensitive 
activity – maximum value recommended in AS/NZS2107:2000  

Except where either: 

E. the sound incident on the most exposed part of the outside of the building is 
less than 55 dB LAeq(1h) for rail noise or 57 dB LAeq(24h) for road traffic noise; or 

F. the nearest façade of the building is at least 50m from all state highway and 
railway designations  and there is a solid building, fence, wall or landform that 
blocks the line-of-sight from all parts of all windows and doors to all parts of 
any state highway road surface or all points 3.8 metres above railway tracks.  



b. Vibration Levels 

Any new sensitive activity (other than single standalone residential units), within 60 
metres of a railway designation shall be designed and constructed so that they do not 
exceed the Class C Criteria in NS 8176E:2005 (0.3 mm/s maximum weighted velocity, 
Vw,95).   

 
Note: 
1. Where buildings are located within 60 metres of a designated railway corridor: 

 
Applicants should be aware that vibration may cause annoyance to people and/or 
damage to buildings. Vibration is site specific and applicants are advised to 
undertake a vibration assessment to determine whether the vibration may affect 
the development. 

For the purposes of this rule 6.1.5.2: 

1. Compliance with this rule can be achieved by either conforming to the acceptable 
solutions listed in Appendix 6.11.4 Noise Attenuation Construction Requirements, or 
providing an acoustic design certificate signed by a suitably qualified acoustic engineer 
stating the design proposed is capable of achieving compliance with the required 
standards. : 

a. Providing the Council’s Head of Building Consenting (or any subsequent equivalent 
position) with a design report (prior to construction) and a design certificate (prior 
to occupation) prepared by a suitably qualified acoustics/vibration specialist 
stating the design proposed is capable of achieving compliance with the required 
standards; and/or  

b. For the purposes of external sound insulation, conforming to the acceptable 
solutions listed in Appendix 6.11.4 Noise Attenuation Construction Requirements. 

c. For the purposes of ventilation systems, compliance shall be confirmed by 
providing the product specifications; or a design certificate (prior to occupation) 
prepared by a suitably qualified acoustics specialist, stating the design proposed is 
capable of achieving compliance with the required standards. 

2. Rail noise shall be deemed to be 70 LAeq(1h) at a distance of 12m from the edge of the 
track, and shall be deemed to reduce at a rate of 3 dB per doubling of distance up to 40m 
and 6 dB per doubling of distance beyond 40m;  

3. Compliance with (a)(ii) and E above shall be confirmed by providing the Council’s Head of 
Building Consenting (or any subsequent equivalent position) with a design report 
prepared by a qualified acoustic engineer demonstrating compliance, prior to any 
sensitive activity or alteration occurring. The design shall take into account future 
permitted use of the collector and arterial roads, and railway and state highway 
designations outside the Central City, either by the addition of 2 dB to predicted sound 
levels or based on forecast traffic in 20 years’ time. 

4. The indoor design sound levels in (a)(ii) above shall be achieved at the same time as the 
ventilation requirements of the New Zealand Building Code. If windows are required to be 
closed to achieve the indoor design sound levels then an alternative means of ventilation 
shall be required within bedrooms. Ventilation systems where installed shall: 

a. generate sound levels not exceeding [6.1.4.2.6 Ventilation systems and 13.14.4.5.5]: 
i. 35 dB LAeq(30s) at night time in bedrooms; and  
ii. 40 dB LAeq(30s) in any other habitable space (excluding bedrooms)  
when measured 1m away from any grille or diffuser; and 

Commented [RMMB1]: KiwiRail seeks a lower sound 
level of 30 dB - not agreed to by Council 

Commented [RMMB2]: KiwiRail seeks a lower sound 
level of 35 dB - not agreed to by Council 



b. provide an adjustable airflow rate up to at least 6 air changes per hour.  
 

5. Where no traffic lane is marked, the distances stated shall be measured from 2m on the 
roadward side of the formed kerb. The classification of roads is shown in Appendix 7.12 
Road Classification System. 

6. Ventilation systems where installed shall: 

a. generate sound levels not exceeding [6.1.4.2.6 Ventilation systems and 13.14.4.5.5]: 
i. 35 dB LAeq(30s) at night time in bedrooms; and  
ii. 40 dB LAeq(30s) in any other habitable space (excluding bedrooms)  
when measured 1m away from any grille or diffuser; and 

b. provide an adjustable airflow rate up to at least 6 air changes per hour.  

Commented [RMMB3]: KiwiRail seeks an additional 
matter (c) in relation to temperature control, not agreed 
to by Council 



 

 

APPENDIX B – S32 Analysis of Vibration and Ventilation provisions 

1.0 RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

Noise can have an adverse effect on amenity values and people’s health, interfering with 
communication and disturbing sleep and concentration. The RMA defines noise to include vibration.  

1.1 SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES NEAR ROADS AND RAILWAYS 

Rule 6.1.5.2 seeks to manage reverse sensitivity effects from noise where sensitive activities are 
located near roads and railways. The rule protects new sensitive activities within varying distances from 
roads or railways from noise effects and requires these activities to be designed and constructed to 
mitigate against external sound to achieve indoor design sound levels.  

EXTERNAL SOUND INSULATION 

It is the opinion of Mr Camp that if windows need to be closed to meet the sound insulation 
requirements, an alternative ventilation system will be required1

. Mr Camp and Dr Chiles agree that the 
purpose of rules relating to ventilation systems is to maintain the integrity of the sound insulation 
measures by ensuring that residents do not need to open their windows for fresh air and/or flow2

. 

Otherwise people will open the windows and they will not be protected effectively against adverse noise 
effects. 

VIBRATION 

Adverse effects of vibration are discussed by Dr Chiles in his evidence. In particular, he explains 
vibration effects of railway vibration can include annoyance for building occupants and damage to 
buildings3

. At paragraph 8.2 – 8.4 of his evidence4, Dr Chiles explains the rationale for a 60 metre 
distance in which people are expected to be disturbed by vibration.  

2.0 EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED PROVISIONS 

Changes to the notified objective (6.1.1.1) have been made in response to submissions. An evaluation 
has been provided in the Evidence in Chief of Kelly Andrew5

.  

The most recent revised objective reads as follows: 

6.1.1.1 Objective: Adverse noise effects [13.14.4.1.1] 

a. Adverse noise effects on amenity values and health of people and communities are 

managed to levels consistent with the anticipated outcomes for the receiving environment.  

An assessment under section 32(1)(b)(ii) to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of the provisions in 
achieving the objective is provided below. Other reasonably practicable options are also identified and 
assessed, including whether no provisions are provided for ventilation or vibration.  

In particular, an analysis of vibration provisions has been undertaken including how applicants and 
Council can determine compliance at the resource consent stage and a more informed analysis of 
costs. This assessment also investigates how the requirements for ventilation systems are best 
prescribed.  

The following assessment is informed by Dr Chiles and Mr Camp as referenced. Advice has also been 
sought from Tony Sandes, Managing Director of Proven Systems Limited trading as DVS, in relation to 

                            
1
 Statement of Evidence of Stuart Camp – Noise, dated 4February 2016, paragraph 14.4 

2
 Expert Conferencing Statement by Stephen Gordon Chiles and Stuart Camp – Noise, dated 1 March 2016, paragraph 2.1 

3
 Evidence of Dr Stephen Gordon Chiles submitted in support of KiwiRail Holdings Limited – Acoustics, dated 17 February 2016, 

section 8 
4
 As above 

5
 Statement of Evidence of Kelly Marie Andrew – Noise (other than aircraft noise), dated 4 February 2016, section 7 



 

 

ventilation systems. Mr Sandes has provided a letter in response to a number of questions to assist 
with further assessment of the ventilation provisions6

.  

Objectives in Chapter 7 of the proposed Replacement Christchurch District Plan are also relevant.  

7.1.1 Objective 1 – Integrated transport system for Christchurch District  

a. An integrated transport system for Christchurch District:  

i. that is safe and efficient for all transport modes; 
ii. that is responsive to the current recovery needs, future needs, and enables economic 

development;  
iii. that supports safe, healthy and liveable communities by maximising integration with 

land use;  
iv. that reduces dependency on private motor vehicles and promotes the use of public and 

active transport;  
v. that is managed using the one network approach. 

7.1.2 Objective 2 – Adverse effects from the transport system  

a. Enable Christchurch’s transport system to provide for the transportation needs of people 
and freight whilst managing adverse effects from the transport system. 

 

 

                            
6
 Letter from Tony Sandes, dated 27 April 2016; Discussed in Joint Expert Statement of Andrew Peter Hewland Willis, Kelly Marie 

Andrew and Deborah Ann Hewett, dated 10 June 2016. 



 

 

TABLE 1: VIBRATION AND VENTILATION PROVISIONS 

PROVISION COSTS BENEFITS EFFECTIVENESS, EFFICIENCY AND APPROPRIATENESS 

Vibration 

No requirements  Adverse vibration effects in certain 

situations. 

 Sleep disturbance and associated 

health problems. 

 Risk of poor amenity value for occupiers 

in close proximity to railway 

designations if buildings are not 

designed to take into account vibration. 

 Developers do not give due 

consideration to the appropriateness of 

locating a sensitive activity in proximity 

to a railway. 

 Affordable housing – but at the social 

and environmental cost of the occupier. 

Risk of sub-standard building quality 

and sub-standard living conditions 

where sensitive activities are 

established near rail activities. 

 

 Retains existing approach (no 

regulation around vibration). 

 Low cost to Council. 

 Avoids costs to developer as outlined 

below. 

 Avoids costs to Council as outlined 

below. 

 

Having no requirements does not effectively 

manage the risk of poor quality living 

environments which may arise from choice 

in location and design. 

As such, having no requirements for 

vibration is not an effective way to manage 

the effects of noise on sensitive activities 

located near railways and would not 

manage noise effects on residential 

dwellings near sources of vibration as 

anticipated by Objective 6.1.1.1. 

 

Rule 6.1.5.2(b) 

including single 

standalone 

residential dwellings 

 

Applicant/Developer  

 Cost for assessment of rail vibration at 

one site is approximately $3000. This 

cost would include logging over multiple 

days
7
. 

 If measurements determine exceedance 

of criteria for vibration, further 

assessment would be required. Acoustic 

consulting work could be approximately 

$10,000 to $20,000
8
. 

 Other disciplines such as structural 

Receivers of noise 

Rail vibration effects are mitigated for 

sensitive activities within 60 metres of a 

railway designation. 

 People who may otherwise have been 

adversely effected by vibration are not 

adversely effected. These people would 

benefit in their daily lives due to: 

 Minimised or no sleep disturbance 

from vibration.  

 Health benefits which arise from 

This provision is effective in achieving the 

objective and function of Council to control 

noise effects.  

This provision does not restrict the use of 

land in proximity to railways.  

As outlined in the costs discussion, in terms 

of design solutions and structural input, this 

level of design would not be required for 

standalone residential units as often as it 

would be for multi-unit development.  

However, it the assessment costs would be 

required for all single residential dwellings.  

                            
7
 Second Expert Conferencing Statement by Stephen Gordon Chiles and Stuart Camp, dated 1 April 2016 (paragraph 2.3). 
8
 Second Expert Conferencing Statement by Stephen Gordon Chiles and Stuart Camp, dated 1 April 2016 (paragraph 2.4). 



 

 

TABLE 1: VIBRATION AND VENTILATION PROVISIONS 

PROVISION COSTS BENEFITS EFFECTIVENESS, EFFICIENCY AND APPROPRIATENESS 

engineers and architects may also be 

involved (i.e. in design solutions prior to 

build)
9
. 

 Costs in terms of solutions will vary and 

could likely include: 

 Changing the location of the 

proposed building i.e. setback 

further beyond threshold to meet 

vibration standard. 

 Structural solution which the 

developer may have 

already/intended to put in place for 

their design (although more likely 

for multi-unit development as 

opposed to a single standalone 

residential unit. I.e. some structural 

designs may provide adequate 

vibration attenuation without further 

treatment.  

 Re-design of building  

(either change of location or change 

structural/architectural design). 

 Design solutions can be incorporated 

/accounted for into structural design 

which will more likely already be 

required for a multi-unit development. As 

such, cost is considered to be 

subsumed into that step in the design 

process for multi-unit developments in 

terms of cost or at least would not be 

substantially higher.  

 In terms of design solutions and 

structural input discussed above, a 

design of a standalone residential unit is 

adequate sleep.  

 Higher amenity values. 

 Higher building standards than may 

have otherwise been expected. The 

outcome being that people can reside in 

these places where amenity and health 

may be have otherwise been subject to 

adverse vibration effects.   

Applicant/developer/receiver of noise 

 Encourages consideration of site 

location and compatibility of activities 

proposed in proximity to a railway 

designation. 

 Encourages pre-planning and 

consideration of design and location at 

early stages of the process i.e. to avoid 

re-design.  

 This will avoid/reduce costs that 

may be expected if re-designed 

instead of designed in first instance. 

 Design solutions can be incorporated 

/accounted for into structural design 

which will more likely already be 

required for multi-unit developments. As 

such, the cost is considered to be 

subsumed into that step in the design 

process in terms of cost or at least 

would not be substantially higher.  

I.e. for a multi-unit typology as opposed 

to standalone residential units. 

(Considered both a cost and benefit) 

Council 

As such, this provision, including all 

typologies, would result in a greater cost for 

standalone residential units compared to 

multi-unit developments. 

This option where single standalone unit are 

included is not considered the most 

appropriate way to give effect to the 

objectives, because it is considered that the 

costs for single unit dwellings is 

disproportionate to the potential benefit for a 

single dwelling. 

 

 

 

                            
9
 As above 



 

 

TABLE 1: VIBRATION AND VENTILATION PROVISIONS 

PROVISION COSTS BENEFITS EFFECTIVENESS, EFFICIENCY AND APPROPRIATENESS 

less likely to require this level of design. 

As such, this provision would result in a 

greater cost for standalone residential 

units compared to multi-unit 

developments. 

Council  

 Peer review of acoustic assessment 

provided by developer upon application 

for resource consent. Council will need 

to engage an acoustic specialist if none 

internally. 

 Similarly, Council may require input from 

a structural engineer to review the 

design. This could be a condition of 

consent which could be addressed at 

the building consent stage where 

structural matters are considered 

already. 

Affected parties/sensitive activities 

 People occupying standalone residential 

units within 60 metres of a railway 

designation may still be adversely 

effected by vibration. 

 

 A good outcome for Council when 

people who may otherwise have been 

adversely effected by vibration are not 

adversely effected. 

 Structural considerations made at the 

earlier stages in approval process (if 

resource consent required) prior to 

building consent. 

Rule 6.1.5.2(b) 

Excluding single 

standalone 

residential units 

Applicant/developer 

By excluding single standalone residential 

units from this rule, costs do not apply to 

those developments (I.e. applies to all new 

sensitive activities excluding single 

standalone residential units).  

 Design solutions can be incorporated 

/accounted for into structural design 

which will more likely already be 

required for a multi-unit development. As 

 In addition to those benefits discussed 

above, costs not imposed on single 

standalone residential units 

While this provision may result in additional 

compliance costs and costs to developers of 

multi-unit developments, these are 

considered to be acceptable on balance with 

the adverse effects associated which may 

arise otherwise. Further to above, on 

balance, the exclusion of standalone 

residential units from this rule would be 

appropriate when considering the costs on 

balance with the benefits. 

Making provision for vibration is an effective 



 

 

TABLE 1: VIBRATION AND VENTILATION PROVISIONS 

PROVISION COSTS BENEFITS EFFECTIVENESS, EFFICIENCY AND APPROPRIATENESS 

such, cost is considered to be 

subsumed into that step in the design 

process for multi-unit developments in 

terms of cost or at least would not be 

substantially higher.  

way to manage the effects of noise on 

sensitive activities located near railways as 

anticipated by Objective 6.1.1.1 and 7.1.2 

Objective 2. 

This option is considered to be the most 

appropriate way to give effect to the 

objectives. 

 

An advice note (discussed further below) 

would be an appropriate means of alerting 

other development occurring within 60 

metres of rail, that they may be affected by 

vibration. I.e. this alerts standalone 

residential units or other activities which are 

not defined as ‘sensitive activities’.     

 

Advice Note People can reside in these places where 

amenity and health may be affected by 

adverse vibration effects without effective 

mitigation. 

Affected parties/sensitive activities 

 People building a house intended for 

their own occupation would be advised 

that they may be adversely affected by 

vibration and can provide for this in their 

design (but not compulsory). 

 Similarly, developers who will sell the 

homes are alerted to this and could add 

value to the dwelling.  

Does not impose costs onto smaller 

developments which may otherwise not 

have been there (refer comments above). 

However, the advice note alerts plan users 

to the matter for their consideration.   

 

  

Ventilation 

No requirements  Developers do not give due 

consideration to the appropriateness of 

locating a sensitive activity in proximity 

to railways or busy roads. 

 Risk of sub-standard building quality and 

sub-standard living conditions where 

 Retains existing approach (no regulation 

around ventilation). 

 No requirement and associated cost to 

install a ventilation system. 

 No added costs for developers. 

 No administrative costs for the Council. 

It is the opinion of Mr Camp that if windows 

need to be closed to meet the sound 

insulation requirements, an alternative 

ventilation system will be required
10

. Mr 

Camp and Dr Chiles agree that the purpose 

of rules relating to ventilation systems is to 

                            
10

 Statement of Evidence of Stuart Camp – Noise, dated 4 February 2016, paragraph 14.4 



 

 

TABLE 1: VIBRATION AND VENTILATION PROVISIONS 

PROVISION COSTS BENEFITS EFFECTIVENESS, EFFICIENCY AND APPROPRIATENESS 

sensitive activities are established near 

rail activities. 

 People may not be able to close their 

windows for too long before becoming 

uncomfortable and have to open them 

again. They will not be protected 

effectively against adverse noise effects. 

 Potential for sleep disturbance and 

associated health problems. 

 maintain the integrity of the sound insulation 

measures by ensuring that residents do not 

need to open their windows for fresh air 

and/or flow
11

. Otherwise people will open 

the windows and they will not be protected 

effectively against adverse noise effects. 

It is considered that ventilation systems 

need to be adequate to ensure that windows 

can remain closed if necessary to achieve 

indoor sound insulation levels. The 

requirements for a ventilation system need 

to be prescribed sufficiently to provide an 

adequate system. However, these need to 

be prescribed in a way that compliance can 

be demonstrated at the least cost. In 

particular, that the demonstration of 

compliance is not limited to or requires the 

provision of an acoustic report.  

Having no requirements for ventilation is not 

an effective way to manage the effects of 

noise on sensitive activities located near 

roads and railways as anticipated by 

Objective 6.1.1.1. 

 

Rule 6.1.5.2 (1 – 6) in 

relation to ventilation. 

 

35dB – night time 

40dB – day time 

 

 A report prepared by BECA Ltd 

estimates the cost for a ventilation 

system for a single storey 3 bedroom 

dwelling to be approximately $5,900 (15 

air changes/hour)
12

. 

 Mr Sandes estimates the cost for a 

ventilation system to be approximately 

$4,000
13

.  

 A ventilation system is installed during 

construction which will be effective in 

providing comfort when bedroom 

windows are shut in order to achieve 

indoor sound levels.  

 Minimised or no sleep disturbance.  

 Health benefits which arise from 

The limit of 35dB would be achievable 

without being too restrictive and will be 

sufficient to achieve the desired outcome. 

Noise output will vary depending on 

installation of the product and there are 

ways of designing parameters around 

installation to ensure the noise outputs are 

complied with
20

. 

                            
11

 Expert Conferencing Statement by Stephen Gordon Chiles and Stuart Camp – Noise, dated 1 March 2016, paragraph 2.1 
12

 New Zealand Transport Agency Building Acoustic Mitigation Case Study, prepared for New Zealand Transport Agency by Beca Ltd, 9 December 2013 
13

 Letter by Tony Sandes, DVS, dated 27 April 2016 
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PROVISION COSTS BENEFITS EFFECTIVENESS, EFFICIENCY AND APPROPRIATENESS 

Air flow – air changes 

per hour 

 

(as per revised 

proposal 4 March – 

Hearing) 

Council 

 Training/advice to staff in terms of 

calculations to convert litres per second 

to air changes per hour as product 

specifications investigated referred to 

litres/second.  

 Air changes per hour is dependent on 

house configuration and the size of the 

system. An individual technical solution 

or sign-off would confirm the number of 

air changes per hour. This would require 

an assessment by a technician as 

opposed to referring to the product 

specifications. A calculation could also 

be undertaken by an applicant/ 

developer however the calculation would 

be more familiar/easier for the 

installer/provider who is familiar with 

such things
14

.  

 In some instances the Product 

Specifications already provide the 

necessary information.  If not, a 

compliance certificate prepared after 

installation to demonstrate air changes 

per hour is currently offered at no extra 

cost by at least one ventilation 

provider
15

. 

adequate sleep.  

 Higher amenity values. 

 Installation at time of construction avoids 

costs of retrofitting a system after 

building is complete which is likely to be 

several times more expensive. The cost 

is difficult to define as can involve a 

number of trades additional to the 

mechanical contractor, including 

builders, wallboard fixers and stoppers 

and decorators. There can also be 

design costs and space constraints to 

address
16

.  

 Installation at time of construction avoids 

unexpected costs borne by people 

occupying the building if ventilation was 

not adequate to allow them to close 

windows to achieve indoor sound levels. 

 As agreed by experts
17

 35dB is at the 

upper end of acceptability for a 

ventilation system in a bedroom but 

would provide an adequate environment 

for basic dwelling near 

transport/elevated noise levels. While 

experts agree lower noise levels may be 

preferable
18

, this level is the minimum to 

achieve comfort and higher quality 

systems can be installed if desired
19

. 

This option is considered the most 

appropriate way to give effect to the 

objectives. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                      
20

 Letter by Tony Sandes, DVS, dated 27 April 2016 
14

 Letter by Tony Sandes, DVS, dated 27 April 2016 
15

 Letter by Tony Sandes, DVS, dated 27 April 2016 
16

 Second Expert Conferencing Statement by Stephen Gordon Chiles and Stuart Camp, dated 1 April 2016 (paragraph 3.4). Also consistent with correspondence with ventilation provider. 
17

 Expert Conferencing Statement by Stephen Gordon Chiles and Stuart Camp, dated 1 March 2016 (paragraph 2.5). 
18

 Expert Conferencing Statement by Stephen Gordon Chiles and Stuart Camp, dated 1 March 2016 (paragraph 2.5). 
19

 Statement of Rebuttal Evidence of Stuart Camp – Noise, dated 25 February 2016 (paragraph 8.2). 
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PROVISION COSTS BENEFITS EFFECTIVENESS, EFFICIENCY AND APPROPRIATENESS 

 Lower Noise level  

30dB – night time 

35dB – day time  

(as sought by 

KiwiRail) 

 The cost of achieving these levels is 

estimated to be less than $500 more 

than higher (5dB) noise levels above
21

. 

 

 As agreed by experts
22

 35dB is at the 

upper end of acceptability for a 

ventilation system in a bedroom but 

would provide an adequate environment 

for basic dwelling near 

transport/elevated noise levels. However 

this lower level is preferable and 

normally recommended for high quality 

dwellings
23

. 

The limit of 35dB would be easily achievable 

without being too restrictive and will be 

sufficient to achieve the desired outcome
24

.  

While the cost is not considerably higher, 

the desired outcome is to achieve a basic 

level of comfort and to prescribe a 

ventilation system which is adequate. 

Prescribing a 35dB noise limit instead of a 

30dB noise limit, does not prevent anyone 

from installing a system which generates 

noise at 30dB or less.  

It is not considered necessary to prescribe a 

lower level and expected higher cost of 

installation where the higher level will still 

achieve comfort
25

.  

This option is not considered the most 

appropriate way to give effect to the 

objectives. 

 Air flow – litres 

per second 

(alternative to air 

changes per hour) 

 The way the air flow rates of a ventilation 

system are measured does not change 

the cost of the ventilation system.  

 In some instances the Product 

Specifications already provide the 

necessary information. If not, a 

compliance certificate prepared before 

or after installation to demonstrate litres 

per second is currently offered at no 

extra cost by at least one ventilation 

provider
26

. 

 The way of measuring air flow does not 

appear to be particularly easier or harder 

for a ventilation provider and as Mr 

Sandes comments in his letter, the 

calculation/measurement of air flow is 

important
27

.  

 A calculation based on litres per second 

could be considered ‘easier’ for the 

average person to determine but still 

requires knowledge of the product 

specifications and interpretation of the 

Different Councils prescribe air flow in 

different ways. There appears to be a mixed 

approach with some adopting air changes, 

some adopting litres per second and some 

referencing requirements of the New 

Zealand Building Code. A table is provided 

at Appendix C. 

Mr Sandes in his letter, discussed the 

measurement of air flow by air changes per 

hour as being accurate and a simple task for 

a ventilation provider.  

                            
21

 Second Expert Conferencing Statement by Stephen Gordon Chiles and Stuart Camp, dated 1 April 2016 (paragraph 3.3). 
22

 Expert Conferencing Statement by Stephen Gordon Chiles and Stuart Camp, dated 1 March 2016 (paragraph 2.5). 
23

 Expert Conferencing Statement by Stephen Gordon Chiles and Stuart Camp, dated 1 March 2016 (paragraph 2.5). 
24

 Letter by Tony Sandes, DVS, dated 27 April 2016; Joint Expert Statement of Andrew Peter Hewland Willis, Kelly Marie Andrew and Deborah Ann Hewett, dated 10 June 2016. 
25

 KiwiRail seeks a lower sound level of 30dB (night time) and 35dB (day time) as indicated in para 2.5 and Appendix A of the Joint Expert Statement of Andrew Peter Hewland Willis, Kelly Marie Andrew 
and Deborah Ann Hewett, dated 10 June 2016. 
26

 Letter by Tony Sandes, DVS, dated 27 April 2016 
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PROVISION COSTS BENEFITS EFFECTIVENESS, EFFICIENCY AND APPROPRIATENESS 

 specifications information for the 

ventilation system. Assistance from the 

ventilation provider may be required. 

 

There does not appear to be any strong 

evidence to suggest one will be ‘easier’ to 

comply with than the other. 

 Air temperature 

(as sought by 

KiwiRail) 

 Ventilation system for a single storey 3 

bedroom dwelling including temperature 

control approximately $7,850 (without air 

temperature approximately $5,900)
28

. 

 Correspondence with ventilation 

provider, estimates the cost for a 

ventilation system with cooling to be 

approximately $3,500 more/additional 

(than $4,000 as above).  

 

 System with temperature control gives 

out lower airflow rates
29

. 

 In his experience, Mr Chiles notes that 

occupants may also be able to use the 

system for heating. 

To not require air temperature will not 

prevent the outcome of the rule being 

achieved. Does not fundamentally influence 

the effectiveness of the rule.  

As such the imposition of cost is not 

considered necessary in the effectiveness of 

these provisions. 

 Reference to G4 

Ventilation 

(Building Code) 

 Consistency with some Councils (but 

note not all Councils refer to G4). 

 Aligns with Building Code requirements. 

 

  

 Very prescriptive and specific to 

installation of ventilation system which 

may require further 

investigation/information at the resource 

consent stage than necessary for 

achieving the purpose of the rule. 

 Building Code requirements may change 

without needing to consider reference in 

this legislation (within the District Plan).  

The specifications under G4 are very 

prescriptive and quite specific to the 

technical installation of ventilation systems. 

The District Plan provisions are intended to 

address a specific environmental issue and 

therefore a more narrow scope is 

appropriate. 

G4 applies to all habitable spaces and 

covers a combination of natural and 

mechanical ventilation. Reference to G4 in 

this regard would be confusing as we have 

prescribed bedrooms only and in instances 

where natural ventilation cannot be provided 

(i.e. when windows are shut). 

Reference to G4 Ventilation in the building 

code is not considered to be the most 

appropriate way of achieving the 
objectives. 

                                                                                                                                      
27

 Letter by Tony Sandes, DVS, dated 27 April 2016; Joint Expert Statement of Andrew Peter Hewland Willis, Kelly Marie Andrew and Deborah Ann Hewett, dated 10 June 2016. 
28

 Second Expert Conferencing Statement by Stephen Gordon Chiles and Stuart Camp, dated 1 April 2016 (paragraph 3.1). 
29

 Second Expert Conferencing Statement by Stephen Gordon Chiles and Stuart Camp, dated 1 April 2016 (paragraph 3.1). 



 

 

 
Under section 32 (2)(a) an assessment under section 32(2)(b)(ii) must identify and assess the benefits and costs of the environmental, economic, social, 
and cultural effects that are anticipated from the implementation of the provisions, including the opportunities for —  
(i) economic growth that are anticipated to be provided or reduced; and  

(ii) employment that are anticipated to be provided or reduced (section 32(2)(a)). 

A number of the environmental, economic, social costs and benefits have been described in the table above.  It is anticipated that the costs and benefits 
in terms of economic growth and employment are likely to be neutral.   

3.0 THE RISK OF NOT ACTING 

Section 32(2)(c) of the Act requires consideration of the risk of acting or not acting if there is uncertain or insufficient information about the subject matter 
of the provisions.  

Further information on the effects of ventilation and vibration and how to manage noise effects to achieve the purpose of the RMA has been provided by 
Mr Camp and Dr Chiles, and also by Mr Sandes in his letter dated 27 April 2016. It is considered there is sufficient information to make an informed 
decision about these provisions.  

 

4.0 CONCLUSION ON COSTS AND BENEFITS 

For the reasons set out in the table above, the vibration and ventilation provisions outlined in Appendix A are considered to be the most appropriate 
way of achieving the objectives.    

 

 



 

 

APPENDIX C – Summary of some other Councils, ventilation provisions 

 

TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF VENTILATION PROVISIONS 

COUNCIL VENTILATION 

REQUIREMENTS 

BUILDING CODE 

REFERENCE 

ACTIVITIES THESE APPLY TO (AND RULE REFERENCE) 

Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan
1
 Yes No Auckland-wide Rules: H.6.2.1.1 (14) 

Where windows or doors in an affected room must be shut to meet the controls in Table 9 above the room must be provided with:  

a) a mechanical kitchen extractor fan ducted directly to the outside to serve any cooking hob, if not already installed and in sound working order in 

the kitchen, and  

b) a mechanical ventilation system or systems capable of:  

i) providing at least six air changes of outdoor air per hour in sleeping rooms and all habitable rooms and 10 air changes of outdoor air per hour 

in classrooms  

ii) enabling the rate of airflow to be controlled across the range, from the maximum airflow capacity down to 0.5 air changes (plus or minus 0.1) 

of outdoor air per hour  

iii) being individually switched on and off by the building occupants, in the case of each system  

iv) operating at a noise level of no more than 35dB LAeq(1min) in bedrooms and sleeping areas and no more than 40dB LAeq(1min) in the other 

habitable rooms, hallways of dwellings and classroom Noise levels from the mechanical system(s) must be measured at least 1m away from 

any diffuser, or  

c) air conditioning plus mechanical outdoor air ventilation capable of:  

i) providing internal temperatures in sleeping areas, habitable rooms and classrooms not greater than 25 degrees Celsius at five per cent 

ambient design conditions with all external doors and windows of those rooms closed  

ii) providing 0.5 air changes (plus or minus 0.1) of outdoor air per hour in all habitable rooms  

iii) being individually switched on and off by the building occupants  

iv) operating at a noise level of no more than 35dB LAeq(1 min) in bedrooms and sleeping areas and no more than 40dB LAeq(1 min) in the other 

habitable rooms, classrooms and hallways of dwellings.  

d) Noise levels from the mechanical systems must be measured at least 1m away from any diffuser. 

 

Hamilton (proposed)
2
 

The appeals period closed on 22 August 2014. 

Forty-five appeals were lodged with the 

Environment Court, and five have since been 

withdrawn. An "Appeals Version" of the 

Proposed District Plan is available. 

Yes Yes Rule 25.8.3.10 Noise-sensitive Activities – Activities in all Zones  

g) Where Rule 25.8.3.10(f) applies, where rooms with windows that cannot be opened are proposed, a positive supplementary source of fresh air 

ducted from outside shall be required at the time of fit-out. The supplementary source of air is to achieve a minimum ventilation as specified in 

Section G4 – Ventilation of the New Zealand Building Code 2011. 

Hamilton (operative) 2012 Yes Yes 5.1.1 General Standards 

(f) Residential Activities in Commercial and Industrial zones 
i) … 
ii) Where an internal noise level for a habitable room can only be met with doors and windows closed, then an alternative means of ventilation must 
be provided in accordance with the Building Act 1991. 
iii) An acoustic design certificate will be required to show how the required noise standard will be met. 
 
(j) Residential Activities Adjacent to Major and Minor Arterial Roads 

                            
1 http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?exhibit=PAUPSept13  
2 http://www.hamilton.govt.nz/our-council/council-publications/districtplans/proposeddistrictplan/Documents/Appeals%20docs%20-%20Vol%201/Chapter%2025.8%20-%20NZTA%20-

%2030%20March%202016.pdf 

 

http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?exhibit=PAUPSept13
http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?exhibit=PAUPSept13
http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?exhibit=PAUPSept13
http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?exhibit=PAUPSept13
http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?exhibit=PAUPSept13
http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?exhibit=PAUPSept13
http://www.hamilton.govt.nz/our-council/council-publications/districtplans/proposeddistrictplan/Documents/Appeals%20docs%20-%20Vol%201/Chapter%2025.8%20-%20NZTA%20-%2030%20March%202016.pdf
http://www.hamilton.govt.nz/our-council/council-publications/districtplans/proposeddistrictplan/Documents/Appeals%20docs%20-%20Vol%201/Chapter%2025.8%20-%20NZTA%20-%2030%20March%202016.pdf


 

 

TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF VENTILATION PROVISIONS 

COUNCIL VENTILATION 

REQUIREMENTS 

BUILDING CODE 

REFERENCE 

ACTIVITIES THESE APPLY TO (AND RULE REFERENCE) 

As above 

Dunedin (proposed)
3
   Rules 9.3 Performance Standards / 9.3.1 Acoustic Insulation 

Habitable rooms must be supplied with a positive supplementary source of fresh air ducted from outside that achieves a minimum of 7.5 litres per 

second per person, to enable adequate ventilation when windows are closed. 

Dunedin (operative) N   

Invercargill (proposed) N   

Invercargill (operative) N   

Queenstown Lakes District Council (proposed)
4
 Y No Rule 36.6.3 Ventilation Requirements for the Queenstown and Wanaka Airport (Table 5) 

The following table sets out the ventilation requirements within the airport Outer Control Boundary (OCB) and Air Noise Boundary (ANB).  

Room Type  Outdoor Air Ventilation Rate  

(Air Changes Room Type per Hour, ac/hr)  

 Low Setting High Setting  

Bedrooms  1-2 ac/hr  Min. 5 ac/hr  

Other Critical Listening 
Environments  

1-2 ac/hr  Min. 15 ac/hr  

Noise from ventilation systems shall not exceed 35 dB LAeq(1 min), on High Setting and 30 dB LAeq(1 
min), on Low Setting. Noise levels shall be measured at a distance of 1 m to 2 m from any diffuser.  

Each system must be able to be individually switched on and off and when on, be controlled across the 
range of ventilation rates by the occupant with a minimum of 3 stages.  

Each system providing the low setting flow rates is to be provided with a heating system which, at any 
time required by the occupant, is able to provide the incoming air with an 18 ºC heat rise when the 
airflow is set to the low setting. Each heating system is to have a minimum of 3 equal heating stages.  

If air conditioning is provided to any space then the high setting ventilation requirement for that space 
is not required.  

36.7 Ventilation Requirements for other Zones (Table 6) 

Same as table above. 

 

Hurunui (proposed)
5
 No rule, 

advice note 

only 

Advice note 

only for 

ventilation, 

reference to 

building 

code 

Chapter 4 – Settlements  
4.6 Standards for permitted activities 
(18)  Acoustic insulation near frost control fans  
(a) Any new dwelling located on a separate lot under different ownership within 1000 m of any frost control fan must be designed and constructed to 

ensure that the noise level inside any bedroom of the dwelling will not exceed 30 dB LAeq with all fans operating at normal duty. Compliance with 
this standard must be demonstrated by the production of a design certificate from an appropriately qualified and experienced acoustic engineer. 
The design certificate must be based either on actual noise measurements with all fans operating at normal duty, or on an assumed noise level 
from any one frost fan as shown below, corrected for the number of fans present at the time. 

 

Note: The New Zealand Building Code requires dwellings to have adequate ventilation, as such a alternative ventilation system may be installed to 

ensure adequate ventiliation can be achieved while the windows and doors are closed. 

Wellington (operative)
6
 Yes No 

5.6.2.14 – Noise Insulation and Ventilation: Airnoise Boundary 
 
5.6.2.14.1 
Any new habitable room within the Airnoise boundary depicted on Map 35 must be designed and constructed to achieve an internal level of Ldn 
40dB with doors and windows closed. 

                            
3 https://2gp.dunedin.govt.nz/plan/pages/plan/book.aspx?exhibit=DCCDefault  
4 http://www.qldc.govt.nz/index.php/planning/district-plan/proposed-district-plan/proposed-district-plan-chapters/  
5 http://lep.hurunui.govt.nz/#!Rules/0/6/1/1721  
6 http://eplan.wellington.govt.nz/#!Rules/0/0/0/0  

https://2gp.dunedin.govt.nz/plan/pages/plan/book.aspx?exhibit=DCCDefault
http://www.qldc.govt.nz/index.php/planning/district-plan/proposed-district-plan/proposed-district-plan-chapters/
http://lep.hurunui.govt.nz/#!Rules/0/6/1/1721
http://eplan.wellington.govt.nz/#!Rules/0/0/0/0


 

 

TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF VENTILATION PROVISIONS 

COUNCIL VENTILATION 

REQUIREMENTS 

BUILDING CODE 

REFERENCE 

ACTIVITIES THESE APPLY TO (AND RULE REFERENCE) 

The certification of an approved acoustical engineer will be accepted as evidence that the design meets the insulation standard. 
 
5.6.2.14.2 
Any new habitable room within the Air noise boundary depicted on Map 35 that is proposed to have openable windows must be provided with at the 
time of fit-out a positive supplementary source of fresh air ducted from the outside. The supplementary source of air is to achieve a minimum of 7.5 
litres per second per person.  
 
The certification of an approved acoustic engineer will be accepted as evidence that designs meet the insulation standard. A list of approved 
acoustical engineers shall be agreed between the Council and the Airnoise Management Committee and shall be made available on request by the 
Council. 
 
5.6.2.15 – Noise Insulation and Ventilation - Port Noise Affected Area. 
 
5.6.2.15.2 
Where bedrooms with openable windows are proposed, a positive supplementary source of fresh air ducted from outside is required at the time of fit-
out. For the purposes of this requirement, a bedroom is any room intended to be used for sleeping. The supplementary source of air is to achieve a 
minimum of 7.5 litres per second per person. 
 
Central Rules 
7.6.2.9 – Noise Insulation and Ventilation 
7.6.2.9.2 
Where habitable rooms with openable windows are proposed, a positive supplementary source of fresh air ducted from outside is required at the time 
of fit-out. The supplementary source of air is to achieve a minimum of 7.5 litres per second per person.  
 

New Plymouth District Council
7
 No rule, 

advice note 

only 

Advice note 

only for 

ventilation, 

reference to 

building 

code 

Rule No. OL54 Requirement for sound attenuation of any BUILDING (excluding TEMPORARY BUILDINGS) located between the PORT NOISE 
Inner Control Boundary and the PORT NOISE Outer Control Boundary: 
shall be designed and constructed in accord with an acoustic design certificate from an acoustic engineer so that the level of noise received within 
any NOISE SENSITIVE ROOM from PORT NOISE does not exceed 45 Ldn with all windows and doors closed 
 
Note: To achieve compliance with rule OL54 above while at the same time ensuring adequate ventilation, NOISE SENSITIVE ROOMS with doors 
and windows or other openings to the outdoors may need to utilise methods to meet the ventilation requirements of the Building Act 1991 and 
relevant codes thereunder. 

Palmerston North District Council – Sectional 

District Plan Review (plan Change 6 – 

Whakarongo Residential Area
8
  

  (e) Acoustic Insulation and Setbacks  
(i) All dwellings noise sensitive activities constructed within 80 metres of the nearest carriageway edge of a State Highway 3 shall be 
designed, constructed and maintained in accordance with a design report prepared by a suitably qualified and experienced acoustical 
engineer stating that the design as proposed will achieve compliance with an internal noise level of 40dB L Aeq(24hr) in habitable 
rooms.  
Provided that no residential noise sensitive activity building is constructed within 40 metres of the nearest carriageway edge of a State 
Highway 3. 
  
(ii) All noise sensitive activity buildings constructed within 70 metres of the nearest edge of the rail corridor railway track shall be 
designed, constructed and maintained in accordance with a design report prepared by a suitably qualified and experienced acoustical 
engineer stating that the design as proposed will achieve compliance with an internal noise level of 40dB L Aeq(1hr) in living rooms and 
35dB L Aeq(1hr) in bedrooms.  

Provided that no dwellings or noise sensitive activities are located within 30m of the edge of the Palmerston North - Gisborne a railway 
track. 
  
(iii) Where bedrooms with openable windows are proposed in buildings requiring acoustic insulation, a positive supplementary source of 
fresh air ducted from outside is required at the time of fit-out. For the purposes of this requirement, a bedroom is any room intended to 
be used for sleeping. The supplementary source of air is to achieve a minimum of 7.5 litres per second per person.  
 
(iv) (iv) For all other developments, compliance shall be achieved with the satisfactory design guidelines given in AS/NZS 2107:2000: 

                            
7 http://www.newplymouthnz.com/CouncilDocuments/PlansAndStrategies/DistrictPlan/  
8 http://www.pncc.govt.nz/yourcouncil/consultations-initiatives-and-projects/completed-consultations/sectional-district-plan-review-plan-change-6-whakarongo-residential-area/  

http://wellington.govt.nz/~/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/district-plan/volume03/files/v3map35.pdf
http://www.newplymouthnz.com/CouncilDocuments/PlansAndStrategies/DistrictPlan/
http://www.pncc.govt.nz/yourcouncil/consultations-initiatives-and-projects/completed-consultations/sectional-district-plan-review-plan-change-6-whakarongo-residential-area/


 

 

TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF VENTILATION PROVISIONS 

COUNCIL VENTILATION 

REQUIREMENTS 

BUILDING CODE 

REFERENCE 

ACTIVITIES THESE APPLY TO (AND RULE REFERENCE) 

Acoustics – recommended design sound level and reverberation times for building interiors.  
TABLE 2: SUMMARY OF VIBRATION PROVISIONS 

COUNCIL VIBRATION 

REQUIREMENTS 

BUILDING CODE 

REFERENCE 

ACTIVITIES THESE APPLY TO (AND RULE REFERENCE) 

Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan Y  Auckland-wide Rules: H.6.2.1.5 (1) and (2) 

1.5 Vibration 

1. Blasting and pile driving activities must be controlled to ensure any resulting ground vibration does not exceed the levels set out in Table 1 of 

DIN 4150-3 (1999): Structural vibration – Part 3 Effects of vibration on structures when measured on the foundation or the horizontal plane of the 

highest floor of an affected building. 

2.  Stationary vibrating, reciprocating and rotating machinery and all piping, ducting and other equipment attached to such machinery must be 

installed and maintained so that any resulting vibration does not exceed the levels of the following table when measured in adjacent buildings or 

areas of buildings under different ownership from the source of the vibration.  

Table 15 

 

Affected occupied building or area Time of day Maximum vibration level in rms velocity (mm/s) 

between 8 and 80Hz 

Buildings in a Heavy Industry or Light Industry 

zone 

 All  0.80 

Buildings for commercial activities   All  0.40 

Habitable rooms of buildings designed for 

residential use 

 7am-10pm  0.20 

Sleeping areas of buildings designed for 

residential use 

 10pm-7am  0.14 

Surgery rooms of health care facilities  All  0.10 
 

Hamilton (proposed District Plan)
9
 

The appeals period closed on 22 August 2014. 

Forty-five appeals were lodged with the 

Environment Court, and five have since been 

withdrawn. An "Appeals Version" of the 

Proposed District Plan is available. 

 

  25.8.3.12 Operational Vibration from Rail Lines – Activities in All Zones 
 
a) Any new building developed for a vibration sensitive activity within 20m of a boundary of a designation for railway purposes shall comply with 

Class C vibration limits in NS 8176E:2005 – Vibration and Shock: Measurement of Vibration in Buildings from Land Based Transport and 
Guidance to Evaluation of its Effects on Human Beings. 

b)  Where Rule 25.8.3.12(a) applies a design report prepared by an acoustics engineer, demonstrating compliance with the vibration criteria, shall 
be submitted to the Council prior to construction of the building.  

Note  

1. Some properties more than 20m from a rail line may experience vibration from passing trains. Factors such as soil ground conditions, distance 

from rail lines and building design will affect the amount of vibration received. For more information, professional advice can be sought from 

engineers before undertaking building work near the rail corridor. 

 

Dunedin (proposed) N   

Dunedin (operative) N   

Invercargill (proposed) N   

Invercargill (operative) N   

                            
9 http://www.hamilton.govt.nz/our-council/council-publications/districtplans/proposeddistrictplan/Documents/Appeals%20docs%20-%20Vol%201/Chapter%2025.8%20-%20NZTA%20-

%2030%20March%202016.pdf  

http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?exhibit=PAUPSept13
http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?exhibit=PAUPSept13
http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?exhibit=PAUPSept13
http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?exhibit=PAUPSept13
http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?exhibit=PAUPSept13
http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?exhibit=PAUPSept13
http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?exhibit=PAUPSept13
http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?exhibit=PAUPSept13
http://www.hamilton.govt.nz/our-council/council-publications/districtplans/proposeddistrictplan/Documents/Appeals%20docs%20-%20Vol%201/Chapter%2025.8%20-%20NZTA%20-%2030%20March%202016.pdf
http://www.hamilton.govt.nz/our-council/council-publications/districtplans/proposeddistrictplan/Documents/Appeals%20docs%20-%20Vol%201/Chapter%2025.8%20-%20NZTA%20-%2030%20March%202016.pdf


 

 

TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF VENTILATION PROVISIONS 

COUNCIL VENTILATION 

REQUIREMENTS 

BUILDING CODE 

REFERENCE 

ACTIVITIES THESE APPLY TO (AND RULE REFERENCE) 

Queenstown Lakes District Plan (proposed) Y  36.5.12 

Vibration  

Vibration from any activity shall not exceed the guideline values given in DIN 4150-3:1999 Effects of vibration on structures at any buildings on any 

other site.  

Southland District Plan (proposed) 

Appeals version March 2016
10

 

  
Rule NSE.10 - Vibration 
Vibration emanating from any activity, shall not exceed the limits given in any of the following 
standards at any dwelling, residential activity, educational facility or office on any other 
property: 
1. AS 2670.1-2001 Evaluation of human exposure to whole-body vibration – General requirements. 
2. AS 2670.2-1990 Evaluation of human exposure to whole-body vibration – Continuous and shock induced vibration in buildings (1 to 80 Hz). 
3. DIN 4150-3:1999 Effects of vibration on structures 

Hurunui (proposed) N   

Wellington (operative) N   

Ashburton District Council (operative August 

2014) 

Y  
11.8.13 Activities Near Railway Corridors  
Noise 
Vibration  
a) Any new residential unit or additions or substantial alterations to an existing residential unit, shall be setback a minimum of 15 metres from a 
railway track.  
 

Note – The inhabitants of residential units located greater than 15 metres beyond a railway track may still experience lower levels of noticeable 
vibration as a result of train movements. 

 

 

 

 

                            
10 http://www.southlanddc.govt.nz/assets/District-Plan-Variations/Proposed-District-Plan-Appeal-Version-Introduction-and-District-Wide-Provisions-March-2016.pdf  

http://www.southlanddc.govt.nz/assets/District-Plan-Variations/Proposed-District-Plan-Appeal-Version-Introduction-and-District-Wide-Provisions-March-2016.pdf





















